TECHNIQUES GO FAST

Only a Few More Books Left for Those Not Signed Up.

"First come, first served," is to be the policy of the Technique Board while the books last. While the Board was unfortunate in not being able to have the office open yesterday afternoon between 4 and 5, from now on, on the remainder of the week there will be someone there every noon and after 4 o'clock. As the books are going now it will not take long to give out the whole edition, so be sure you collect all the copies you need. For a dissatisfaction of such important nature, Technique is a book worth having to take along on the journey.

Negligee Shirts made to order $3.50 upward.
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New Colorings and New Designs afford a more varied opportunity than usual toward individuality.
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OPPOSITE THOMPSON'S SPA

GOVERNOR UNABLE TO ATTEND MEETING

Dean Burton Tells of Plans for Co-operation Between Tech and State.

On account of a war conference, Governor Walsh was unable to attend the meeting of the Catholic Club held last night in the Union, but sent Lancelot Kelville of his staff to tender his regrets. Dean Burton and Father Scannell were the speakers. Dean Burton spoke of the increasing co-operation that is planned between the Institute and the state and also stressed the need of service Tech men have rendered in the past. Father Scannell made a plea for a broad view of life.

President Walsh announced that the usual dinner of the club will be held on May 6th at the Tremont. Nominations for next year's officers were due today at four o'clock. The meeting ended with the singing of the Nite Song and regular M. I. T.'s for Governor Walsh and Dean Burton.

COMMUNICATION

(Continued from Page One)

decisive of the breadth and not the very narrow spirit evidenced by the ridicule indulged in. Surely it is not the common scientific training, which according to Mr. Whiting gives our Tech spirit, that makes us desire a general culture. The great universities were and had to be before a specialized institution like Technology could be founded. Tech spirit does not mean anything that can be construed to sanction narrowness. Nor can anything but ignorance of the terms of the plan be excuse for confusing the present co-operation with regrettable implications of the dim past when the verses printed were written.

No this is a late day to defend the co-operation to which Technology has committed itself. Nor do I believe that anyone properly represents the student thought to make such defense seem necessary. Certainly that caricature and co-operation, humor and the proper vehicles of expression for a dissatisfaction of such important nature.

Technique 1915 has been printed and issued. While we deplore the error we wish to prevent the same error again. While Technique 1915 may or may not be proof against misprints, we are not a matter here for the Institute Committee, either through censorial application of its own powers or by committing to a faculty alumni; combination the duty of seeing that the real spirit of the Institute is conveyed through the pages of Technique.

A JUNIOR.

RIFLE CLUB TO MEET

Today, April 24, at 1 p. m., in 21 Rogers, there will be a very important meeting of the Rifle Club to elect a new team captain to fill the place last vacant by the resignation of G. G. Haslam. A new constitution is also to be voted upon and the officers of the club request every member to be present.
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